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Alamogordo, Cloudcroft, Tula- Almost Fell Into a PitPropeller Speaker Get Back With State- Belen Cut Off Pressed Into Ser- New Mexico Educational As- Regent, Staff and Students Will
and Frame Work
vice Loses 2,000 Feet of
sociation Will Meet at Las
rosa and Other Points Enterment in Which He Uses Ugly
Attend Notable Social
Broken.
tain Executive.
Track.
Word of Coward.
Vegas.
Event.
Governor Mills had returned to his
desk this forenoon, after an absence
of three days on a visit in Otero county, which he enjoyed very much and
which impressed him greatly with the
growth and progress of Otero and
Lincoln counties. He spent Monday
at Cloudcroft where he made the opening address for the Chautauqua. He
says that the new hotel, which will
have 51 rooms, will be completed by
fall and will be a fine structure. The
Chautauqua, although this is its first
year, is quite a success. Tuesday was
spent at Alamogordo, where the BUd
Asylum was visited and inspected and
where many people called on the governor. In the afternoon, a trip was
made to La Luz and in the evening to

Chatham, England, Aug. 18. John
Moissant, of Chicago, the aviator
who is attempting to fly from Paris to
London descended- for a second time
near here today, breaking a propeller
and part of the frame of the machine
in making the landing. The broken
parts must be repaired 'in Paris,
and the resumption of flight to London before tomorrow is improbable.
Neither Moissant nor his machinist
were injured in the accident.
Narrow Escape From Death.
Chatham, Eng., Aug. 18. Motor defects caused Moissant to make several
landings today when half way on his
course between London and Tilman-stonwhere he ascended at 4:45 this
morning. His first descent was made
from Sittinbourne, about 35 miles
from London and was due to the displacement of asmall i in in the mechanism. He narrowly escaped a disastrous landing, just missing the mouth
of a deep pit, a fall into which would
have meant death for the aviator ana
the machinist. Repairs to the machine
detained them there two hours. Aftei-second start, they barely covered 10
miles, when a rod connecting the driving gear fractured, stopping the engine and forcing a shut down and immediate descent to the ground. They
landed in a field but only skilfull
handling kept the machine from plunging into a clump of trees. Moissant
made an abrupt turn to escape the
trees and the machine came to the
ground heavily breaking a propeller
and chains. A telegram was immediately sent to Paris for new parts.
Moissant a Swashbuckler.
New York, Aug. 18. In Nicaragua
and the various republics of Central
America, where many Americans i of
..." nave suikbu
an adventurous spirit
their lives on the quickness of their
guns, John Moissant bears a reputation that savors of romance. Stories
of Moissant were told here today by

the
Beverly, Aug. 18. Reflecting
views of the administration, it is gen
erally believed. Representative Nich-- '
olas Longworth of Ohio, today gave
out the statement in which he says
he will never support Speaker Can-- .
non again and that he does not believe
that Cannon ever can be
This is regarded as the actual beginning of the real fight on Cannon.
Cannon is Sarcastic.
Danville, 111., Aug. 18. Speaker
Cannon, when shown the dispatch
from Beverly, regarding Longworth's
statement said: "Mr. Cannon declines
to answer any statement which Mr.
Nicholas Longworth may or may not
have made until he sees it. I do not
answer any statements which I believe to be fakes that mischievious
parties make. It is time enough for
me to answer the President of the
United States if be has any statement
to make on the Republicanism of the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, when he makes that statement;
under his own hand. I will not fight'
windmills fanned by breezes blown
from the lungs of political or personal
enemies or cowards!"
Sherman Reconciled to Cannon's Re-

A cloudburst at
The .session of the territorial suRibera, between
The formal opening of the Museum
here and Las Vegas, has played havoc preme court was very brief this foreof Archaeology in the Old Palace will
with transportation and communicato convene, be celebrated on Saturday
enough
noon,
long
only
evening,
tion, since 10 o'clock last night and it
to swear in Fred McDonald of Clovis August 20, by a public reception given
may be many hours or even days before the damage done can be repaired. as an attorney of tihe court, and to by the people of Santa Fe to the
The Santa Fe railroad is one of the adjourn.
Board of Regents, the staff of the
heavy sufferers, fully four miles of its
New Bonding Company.
schol and museum, the student-assistant- s
tracks having been washed out by the
The American Bonding Company of
and visitors. The reception
torrent that held sway shortly after
made application to is under the management of tihe Latrains Nos. 1 and 7 had passed by Ri- Baltimore has
bera, which is only a station and is Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo dies' Museum Committee, the Wominsurance an's Board of Trade and the Archaehalf a mile from the town or Sau Mi- Chaves to do a burglary
guel. This is in a flat country and business.
ological Society of New Mexico.
when the water hit the track it "stayEducational Association.
The coming of the Board of Regents
ed with it."
of the
The executive committee
for
the annual meeting to inspect the
came
9
from
Train No.
New' Mexico Educational Association
Chicago
along shortly afterward going south, announces that the annual convention museum and the excavations in the
but it did not go very far for there will be held this year at East Las field will become more and more an
wag no visible track to go on. But Vegas from December 27 to 29.' The event of
to Santa Fe, as it
that was not the worst of the affair, committee has selected Professor will bringimportance
to the city a numannually
for the wires of the Western Union John H. Wagner of Las Cruces as ber of
distinguished visitors who are
and the Postal were also laid low as vice president of the association. Su-th- e interested in the development of the
Tularosa, where Territorial Engineer
Vernon L. Sullivan was met on his
water loosened the poles and they perintendent of Public Instruction J. institution and the ruins near this
E. Clark is the president.
return home. A reception was tenbent to the inevitable.
city, the excavation of which by the
dered the governor by the citizens of
The Associated Press dispatches re-- .
Good Roads in Otero County,
School of Archaeology in
Tularosa. Governor Mills was the
ceived by the New Mexican coming
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul-fro- with the Bureau of Ethnology, is atn
has returned from Otero county tracting wide attention.
guest at Tularosa of
Denver had to be sent from
d
Curry, and cannot speak too highly of
las, Texas, thus covering an extra where he went carefully over a
The Board of Regents, consisting of
s
the hospitality and the prosperity of
He
roads
her
of
the
washout,
good
project.
miles, owing to
Governor Mills, Secretary Jaffa, Asthe people in the Tularosa valley
Detoured.
jersed the proposed route of a new sociate Justice McFie, Mr. Frank
tirement.
which he calls a veritable garden spot.
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a
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conferences of the President. He around it. Orders were cut-ofFrijoles Monday
Connell chicken ranch, proved a revef
which make an estimate now of the cost, of morning to hold their annual
was present yesterday when Sherman tour all trains over this
such a
said Mr. Sullivan, "but Several of the members will meeting.
lation. Here on less than twenty
remain
and the President talked together. It starts from 'Newton, Kan., and runs I will road,"
cut-ofit will be very expen- for some days at the excavations.
an
this,
say
built
f
acres, has been
Industry
up
was reported then that a statement to Belen, N .M. But even this
account
on
to build it
of the large
that last year took in $50,000, with an
averse to Cannon was being prepared has been affected by another cloud- sive
Director
Hewett has summoned
amount of side hill work." The old
average daily output of two thousand
in quarters close to the administra- burst in the Pan Handle district 2,000
such
of
staff and students as can
the
more
feasible
is
much
it seems,
eggs. Governor Mills took particular
tion and also intimated that Sherman feet of track being undermined in road,can
tne excavations to come in Sat
at
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be
and
good
put
advanceshape
notice of the development,
wlho like Longworth, always has been some places to a depth of seven feet
urday for tlhe reception in order to
proment and growth' of
Carrizozo,
a supporter of Cannon, had become It may be three days or more before paratively slight expense. The Tulaenable them to meet the people of
posed road from Alamogordo to
Ancho, Corona and other points along
reconciled to the fact that Cannon this damage can be repaired.
Santa Fe. It is honed that thre will
conand
is
a
rosa,
yery good project
the El Paso and Southwestern railway
must go.
may be of further signifi--canc- e
Still, officials think they can get
with the splendid system of be a general outpouring of the citizens
and admired the pumping system and
that Longworth is going to around somehow, . using other rail- - necting
built across the Mescale- - on this occasion, to show their aproads
o
Bon-itgood
plant by which the waters of the
Oyster Bay on Saturday to spend sevpreciation of the work that has been
o
ro reservation by Superintendent
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Central or 1
and in
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and
good
connecting
tains to towns on the plains. "It was
onel Roosevelt.
the Colorado & Southern, or even the that the Good Roads Commission in which this city and all New Mexico is
, a most delightful trip," said Governor
Longworth's statement In part fol- Southern Pacific by way of El Paso. conjunction with Lincoln and Chaves deeply interested.
Mills, "and the growth and advance- former Central American residents. lows: "I made up my mind before
Run Shuttle Train.
The reception hours will be from
counties has built down the Hondo,
ment made since I last visited that Moissant took possession of a tramp the adjournment of the last session of
8 to 11 p. m.
The branch train which runs from would furnish a
No special invitations
0
$200,-00highway
splendid
section, is nothing short of marvelous steamer with a cargo valued at
Congress that Mr. Cannon could not Santa Fe to Lamy was put into serv- from
to Roswell by way will be sent as the reception is for
Alamogordo
storm
a
in
was
cast
which
ashore
tremendbe
has ice as a "shuttle train' from Albu- of
and my opinion
and gives an inkling of the
Tularosa, Mescalero and Lincoln. the entire public. It is hoped that all
ous possibilities that exist over the and abandoned and in the teetlh of a been strengthened since through cor- querque to the flooded district at RiSullivan strangers visiting in the city will conTomorrow,
at
isteamer
to
the
made
his
No
way
gale
vast extent of this commonwealth.
respondence and talks with my col bera. This train picked up the pas- will leave onSuperintendent
to San sider themselves particularly invited
a
lengthy
trip
the
when
man can foretell the tremendous de- night along in the morning
leagues. I am not referring to those sengers, mail and express and hurried Juan
irri- to attend. The museum rooms will
to
examine
the
into
county
abated. The ship's captain and who openly opposed him in the pask
velopment that the near future will storm
But nevertheless gation and water situation there. He be open to the public from 2 o'clock
crew returned but were driven off at but those who, like myself, have sup them over the line.
bring."
so many necessary delays said that in the Sacramento and White Saturday afternoon.
the point of a revolver by Moissant. ported him. I have a genuine affec there were
seasoned traveling men mountains every stream and arroyo
most
the
that
colhand
American
consul
a
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tion for Mr. Cannon as a man and
Fe had the Santa Fe is running bank full giving an intima-- '
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answering tion of the vast storage possibilities in t STORM
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agent
rowed out to the steamer but Mois- fighting qualities.
I have supported
E
was the that section, for most of the water!
here
The
depot
comsant sent a bullet through the
him five times for the speakership but questions.
and
now
runs to waste in the sands. He
mandant's hat and all retired. That I cannot do so again. I want it un mecca of the disappointed today
storm again broke and tlhe derstood that I say this solely on my those who were in a hurry to make a reports that the big power proposition
a
night
IN
steamer sank. Moissant was rescued own responsibility and not on the certain town had to wait with as on the Fresno, hall way between Alamuch patience as could, be called into mogordo and Cloudcroft, is about to
at day break from the mast to which suggestion of any one else."
be constructed.
he had lashed himself. Moissant fol- Taft and Sherman Behind Movement. service.
Measuring the Rio Grande.
the Nicaraguan invasion of San
Mass., Aug. 18. Lotig-wort- INSURGENTS GAIN TWO
Beverly,
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JL B. Stewart
and Santa Fe System Tied Up by
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Oklahoma Attorney on the Stand busters
given out here is taken as indi- nominations, a gain of two for the lat- Saturday will be spent in preliminary
Strikes Oil Tanks and
proposed to land on San Sal
ter. The result of the recent Republi- practice while the regular match be- Lightning
that President Taft and
cating
Before the Congressional Invador territory.
Causes
Damage to Amount
Sherman are behind the can primaries give Johnson a plurali- gins on Monday and ends on August
Not in Chicago for Some Years
vestigating Committee.
at
30,000.
to
movement
estimated
of $150,000.
eliminate Cannon.
25.
ty for governor,
The team Is expected home on
Chicago, Aug. 18. John Moissant,
August 29. It left Las Vegas on a
who is making a flight from Paris
Sulphur, Okla., Aug. 18. J. F. Mc to London, although a Chicagoan by
special Pullman and was composed of
Gage, Okla., Aug. 18. Two inches
the following: Captain M. S. Murray of rain in the Panhandle of
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Santa Fe
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on a sale of $30,000,000 worth of land
P. Dessauer of Las Cruces, team railroad track near thi3
Shoemaker, said he heard nothing
city and is deIs the subject of an investigation by from him since his
coach; Captain George E. Morrison of laying traffic. Some of the track is
adventurous spirit
Las Vegas, team spotter; Lieutenant undermined to the
ANOTHER
Congress, went on the stand before got him into difficulties in a San Saldepth of seven
the special congressional committee vador revolution.
James Baca of Santa Fe, range offi- feet.
contoday. McMurray described the
cer; members of team: Colonel E. C.
Oil Tanks Destroyed.
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tracts as "a plain business deal."
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here this morning.
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Apples That Weigh a Pound Assessor Trinidad Alarid brought to the Encouragement Received From Noted
Authorities on Irrigation
Xew Mexican office today finely coland Soils.
ored apples that weigh a pound each
.,
and that were picked from apple trees
Pueblo,
Aug. IS. The Uniin his orchard at Cienega, about four- ted Slates department of agriculture
teen miles south of Santa Fe.
is taking a deep interest in the NaReward Offered for Discovery of In tional Irrigation Exposition, Septemwith
cendiary The biHinessmen of Estan-ci- ber 19, October 1, in connection
'
have offered a reward of $250 for the Eighteenth National
Irrigation
the arrest, and conviction of the in- - Congress, September
Dr. Samuel Fortieiv chief of irriga
cendary who set tire to the English
box factory which burned down on tion investigations for the depart-- ,
Monday night causing a loss of $20,- - ment, in writing Director Markham of

Pansy,
Bobolink

18, 1910.
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WE GIVE CASE REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

000 of wihich only $9,000 was covered

inter

the exposition, says:
by insurance.
I am in full accord with your idea
Maximum Was 82 Degrees The of
holding an exposition during the
maximum temperature yesterday was time of the
irrigation congress for
82 degrees and the minimum was 55 the
purpose of illustrating machines,
while the aevrage relative humidity devices, plans, methods, and products
for the day was 4G per cent. It was a which have to do with the subject of
clear and pleasant day with distant irrigation.
"The progress made along such
lightning at night along the eastern
horizon. A year ago today the max- lines during the past few years has
imum was 79 and the minimum was 5G been so rapid that what it considered
with a precipitation of 0.06 of an inch best this year may be .substituted for
of rain.
something better the year following.
"I am glad your board is going to
Washout Near Ribera A terrific
rain on the upper Pecos yesterday take the matter up, and as I intend
afternoon washed out the Santa Fe to be in Colorado soon, I shall take
tracks near Ribera and again tied up pleasure in calling on you to find out
No. 9 if there is anything that this office
all traffic for twelve hours.
from the east due last evening riot can do in furthering your efforts."
Both
Dr. Milton Whitney, chief of the
(arriving until this forenoon.
the Western Union and Postal Tele- bureau of soils, is also greatly intergraph Company's poles were washed ested, not only in the exposition but
out and business suspended for a in the congress. He writes comwhile.
mending the exposition, and while he
Big Change of Program at the Elks' does not know that his bureau may
tonight. Subjects all good ones: "Fun take official part in that event, he
in a Cab," "An Arcadian Maid," and says it is possible, and in any case,
"The Friend." Show starts at. 8 he wants it understood that he has
o'clock.
deep interest in the plans being made
Real Wild West Show Lovers of and that he has now under consideraIndian sports will be treated to a realM'on the possibility of visiting Pueblo
wild west show at the 30th Annual during the congress and exposition.
Similar encouragement
has been
New Mexico Fair and Resources Ex- received
from other branches of the
position, to be held in Albuquerque
October 3 to 8. The Fair Association uepar iiueni oi agriculture, ana mere
has signed up a contract with U. G. ls. great interest and activity in
two
tile
concerning
Paisano, of Casa Blanca, to have a vvasurngtou
bunch of real wild Indians in attend- great events at Pueblo next fall. The
ance at the fair grounds during fai attendance on the part of the government officials and attaches promises
week. A calendar of sports for the
to be larger than in previous
sesIndians has been arranged, and they sions of
the
congress.
irrigation
will demonstrate to the crowds the
proficiency of the redmen on foot and WASHINGTON'S GOVERNOR
Five mile relay races
on horseback.
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Postmaster General Frank H. Hitchcock will be in New Mexico during
the next few days. He is going to
Grant and Sierra counties to hunt
bear and fish for trout. But he will
also meet the political leaders and
will undoubtedly visit Santa Fe and
Albuquerque. It is hoped that he will
express emphatically the need of the
territories adopting a safe and sane
institution, free from frills and un
necessary legislation. Santa Fe and
Albuquerque should tender him a re
ception such as is meet for a mem
ber of the President's cabinet and the
friend of the territories
special
whose work resulted in giving them
statehood.
It is true, that he is
heartily welcome and that this welcome needs no formal expression, but
a public reception would be the least
that Santa Fe could do to show its
gratitude and appreciation.
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. I Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and gTowing tfrculatf.i j
.imong the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.

TAFT A GOOD AD-- 1 WOMEN IN WAR ON TUBERCULOSIS.
VISER?
southwest,!
women
What
the
have done in the last
tour
of
his
During
as four years in the campaign against
last summer, President Taft spoke
'
follows:
tuberculosis, is discussed In an interconstitutions!
have
we
had
esting report issued today by the Na"Now,
Association for the Study and
tional
made by territories coming into the
of Tuberculosis.
Prevention
Union which were voted and approved
Four years ago the only active wobut which .did not approve themselves
to those men who looked forward andj men workers in the
understand what a constitution ought movement were a little group of about
to be. It ought to be simple. It thirty women's clubs. Today 800,000
be women ivnder the Health Department
ought to be general. It ought to in-,
It ought not to
of the General Federation of Women's
comprehensive.
elude every limitation upon the legis-- j Clubs in every state and territory of
lature that each member of the con- the United States are banded together
stitutional convention thinks would against this disease, and more than
You;
be wise to follow in legislation.
clubs are taking a special interest
ought to leave something to your leg- in the crusade. Not less than $500,000
islature. Don't make your constitu-- j is raised annually by them for tubertion read like a statute. Be states-- ! culosis work, besides millions that
men and make it read like a funda-- j are secured
through their efforts in
mental law. Study the constitution! state and municipal appropriations.
of the United States and see what Mrs. Kufus P. Williams is the chairthe greatest instrument of fundamen- man of the department that directs
tal law is, and how simple; how it has this work.
been elastic and yielded to the deIn addition to the work of the Genmands of our increasing country, and
Federation of Women's Clubs,
eral
world.
of
wonder
the
is
the
today
yet
Health Education ComPublic
The
or
every
"Don't allow every fact
in- mittee of the American Medical Assoto
be
however
sound,
principle,
ciation, composed largely of women
serted in that constitution.
"Trust something to your legisla- physicians has carried on an educa
ture thereafter, and don't hind them tional campaign of lectures- during the
and you in such a way that you will past year in which thousands have
be struggling for twenty-fiv- e
years to been reached. The Mothers' Congress,
get away from something that was the Young Women's Christian Assomade in haste and not with the sense ciation, and many unattached clubs
of deliberation that you ought to ex- bring the number of women united in
ercise in making a path that ought the tuberculosis war to well over a
tn last for fifty or one hundred years. million. There is not a state in the
"I am talking seme. You will And union where some work has not been
in your constitutional convention gen- done.
tlemen who have radical progressive
Through the activity of women, sanideas. Many of the germs of truth atoria and hospitals for the treatment
ought to be carried out at least in of tuberculosis have been erected;
statutes, but don't fasten yourselves traveling libraries have ben circulatdown by the views of people who ed,
posters circulated and other kinds
want to make laws for a hundred of literature have been distributed to
years without knowing exactly what the number of millions of pieces;
the conditions are under which those thousands of lectures have been given,
laws are to be made. I am not talklarge sums of money have been securing just for the sake of talking. I ed, hundreds of needy cases have
expect that you are going to make a been helped; tuberculosis work has
constitution here. I hope you will. I been started in
many communities
am going to do the best I can to help
no movement had existed; and
where
to give you the power to make it, but
millions of women have learned the
don't load yourselves down and your
and methods of prevention of
dangers
future down with restrictions like
tuberculosis.
those which are in the Oklahoma
The work of the women extends
making tlhat read like a long
to
iist of statutes instead of a funda- from the drawing room of the rich
embraces
and
of
homes
the
poor,
the
mental instrument like some of the
older states and the constitution' of all classes, including the factory girl
and millionaire.
During the coming
the United States.
"Our fathers builded even better year a special campaign of lectures to
than they knew, and we have not women will be carried on in all parts
gotten in advance of them in the of the United States.
matter of laying down simple princiA, few things must still be learned
ples of constitutional law. We don't
know more than our fatihers, for in in conducting primaries in New Mexthat respect they have proven what ico, particularly in Santa Fe county.
were
they knew by the usefulness of the The primaries held last evening
a distinct step in advance as far as
constitution of tihe United States."
Mr. Taft demonstrated this summer order and submission to the rulings of
that when he addressed the people of the chair and to the majority were
Another step in advance
New Mexico last summer and assured concerned.
be
the
would
casting of votes during
his
them of
friendship and promised
his aid to secure statehood, he was a contest by ballot, instead of being
"not talking for just the sake of herded on opposite sides of a hall like
talking." When the statehood bill, goats and sheep, a feature of Santa
in the early days of June of this year; Fe primaries that always strikes the
seemed doomed to go over to the visitor as ludicrous. There are often
next session, William H. Taft, Presi- reasons, why a businessman, finds it
dent of flhe United States, said to to be his financial loss, to stand up
Congress: '"Gentlemen, you must with one side or other, and" therefore
pass the statehood bill. You will not stays away altogether. He may be a
adjourn with my approval until that better personal friend of the man he
bill is passed." The pressure he ex- opposes than of the man he votes for,
erted passed the bill. Taft is the first but political decisions are not altoactive advocate New Mexico ever gether reached through the avenue
Let Santa Fe have the
had in the Presidential chair. He has of friendship.
shown himself our sincere and con- written ballot at its next primaries,
sistent friend. Even the most ordi- for the voters are too intelligent and
nary appreciation of this friendship too honest to be herded into blocks
ought to lead the people of New Mex- of five.
ico to accept his advice in the mak"Are you for the initiative ana
ing of the constitution.
not probably, referendum?" a local Republican was
Possibly, although
the people of this territory, accepting asked last evening. "I have given the
the advice of irresponsible agitators, proposition some thought," was the
will frame a constitution which will reply, "I have read the constitution of
subserve the ends of special interests the United States twice, from beginin any event a constitution which ning to end, which is something that
will either be rejected by Congress, many of you cannot say, and I haven't
or, if accepted, will enable these spe- found a word about the initiative or
cial interests to control the state referendum in it. If the United
through the machinery of the initia- States has managed to exist for a centive and referendum but we do not tury and a third without them, and
believe the people will be so unwise. that through some very stormy days,
In any event, they will have occasion I believe, that New, Mexico can start
in the future for keen regret if they safely on its career as a state without
do not accept the advice of William providing for initiative and referenH. Taft the best friend New Mexico dum in its constitution."

The reception at the New Mexico
Museum in the Old Palace on Saturday evening will be an event of more
than ordinary interest and importance.
Besides promising to be a brilliant
assembly of scientists and authors of
more than nation wide repute it will
also mark the formal opening of the
Museum and will give some intimation of the beauty, if not of the extent of the plans, that are maturing
for it and the. School of American
Archaeology. Santa Fe must not forget that to Dr. Edgar L. Hewett it
owes the great debt of inaugurating
this work and tiding it over the first
period, which in all work of this character, is most beset with difficulties
and discouragements. The fruition
in a few years will astonish with its
greatness even tnose who are optimistic at this time.
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A speaker in PaTis, France, said to- day: "To Washington above all oth- ers is due the adoption of the con
stitution, which welded the states
in that form of government
which became the pattern of future
republics." Still, there are some peo
ple in Santa Fe who do not deem that
constitution a good model for New
Mexico and assert that the constitu- tion of Oklahoma surpasses It. There
.

j

's no accounting for tastes, however.
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a
considers
McMurray
$3,000,000 fee for disposing of
worth of Indian lands a mere
"every day" business transaction. He
garnered a $750,000 fee some time ago
without even winking an eye. No
wonder there is a rush for admissions
to the bar in every state and territory, for the ambitious see only the
million dollar fee of the exceptional
genius and not the thousands of failures that must come to the mediocre
in a crowded profession.
Attorney

0

V

--

R.

CURDS

PROFESSIONAL

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

J.

L.
-

A, HDGHES,

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe.

.
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

E. C. ABBOTT

""Vansacts

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexice
Santa Fe,

w

Practice in the District Courts aa
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
RENEHAN
Renehan
Attorneys-at-La-

-

personal and coMaterai security. Buys and se!!s bonds and
I stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and stiSs
2 domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
2 of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
i as are given by, any money transmiting agency public or
r private. Interest allowed on ti:ne deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, jbn six "mouths' r years tjme, Liberai
5 advances made on consignments of Hvestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
? as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- 2 ing.
Safety deposit boxes tor real. The patronage of the
2
miblic is respecfuily solicited.
i

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

A. B.

a general banking business in all Its branches.
on the most favorable terms on all kinds of

r

CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaOffice:
Catron Block
- New Mexico
Santa Fe,

New Mexico

-

-

? Loans money

....

-

DAVIES
E. P. Davie

3xnj

w

win rLruxrmj iruirLrtrijijTruTj
-

ruxarLTLrLTLanj-urb-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty.
Santa Fe

Office in Catron Block.

New Mexlc

W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
Associated Press dispatches from and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Beverly, Massachusetts,
foreshadow
the retirement of Speaker Joseph G. Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
Cannon. The Associated Press is
WILLIAM McKEAN
generally well posted apd it intimates
Attorney-at-Lathat part of the Roosevelt demands for
Mining and Land Law.
peace are the retirement of Speaker
New Mexico
Cannon and probably the retirement Taos
of Secretary of the Interior
Ballinger.
It seems hard lines that staunch ReC. W. G. WARD
publicans must efface themselves beTerritorial District Attorney
cause of an unreasonable trend in Fo. San Miguel and Mora Counties
public opinion but the public will have Las Vegas,
New Mexico
its sacrifices even without the initiative and the referendum.
W. A. FLEMING JCNES
When
things go wrong, some one is made
Bonds and Investments
the scape goat, although the goat has
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
had mighty little to do with the events Judicial District of New Mexico.
that led to the sacrifice.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
The primaries throughout the county last evening are proof that harEDWARD C. WADE
mony and enthusiasm prevail within
Attorney-at-Lathe Republican ranks and that a great
Practices in the Supreme and Disvictory will be won for party prin- trict Courts of the Territory, in the
ciples and leadership on September 6. Probate Court and before the U. S.
The attempts to disrupt the party or- Surveyor General and V. S. Land
ganization have failed and the ma- Offices.
New Mexico
jority will run anywhere from 600 to Las Cruces
1,000 on election day. "This is as it
should be, for Santa Fe has the most
R. W. WITTMAN
to gain by the drafting of a consti,
Draftsman
tution that will be approved by PresCopies furnished of records on file
ident Taft and Congress and this in the U. S. Surveyo' General's Office
much has been assured by the atti- Santa Fe,
New Mexice
tude of the Democrats,
that they
would not draft a fundamental law
Served as coffee, the new coffee subthat would pass muster at Washing- stitute known to grocers everywhere
ton.
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will
trick even a coffee expert. Not a
There are quite a number of people grain of real coffee in it either. Pure
locally who are chronically
finding healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
fault with railroads, and believe in all etc., have been so cleverly blended as
sorts of legislation to put them out of to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee
business, but who find it mighty in- - taste and flavor. And it is "made In
convenient, when any one of the three a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
roads entering Santa Fe is tied up. minutes boiling. Sold by Frank AnThe, delay to the Santa Fe trains to- drews.
day on account of the washouts has
Don't forget a piano is to be given
inconvenienced scorces of business
men and others, who will all admit, away next week at the Adobe Grand.
that where a town has three railroads,
the tying up of one of them, for even
so short a time as a day, is nothing
short of a calamity. Few people appreciate the usefulness and need of
every day conveniences until they are
compelled to do without them.
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HOTEL
J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
Commodious
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Mexico will spend $200,000 in gold
on its centennial ball this autumn.
Santa Fe should send down a committee to see how it is done and to get
pointers for the inauguration of the
first state governor.
,
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Our increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THEH OTEL CORONADO

Kill

RATES J1.00A DAY AND UP

G.LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE In
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed,
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
men.
Give us a trial If you want first class service.
Oorner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

The conservative faction
of the
Democrats in Roosevelt county is to
be admired in standing pat against
the radicals who sought to force
their will upon tine majority. It is
better to go down to defeat for prin-- :
ciple than to join the "me too" class
of statesmen who are afraid to voice

After all has been said and all has
been done, the fact stares New Mexico into the face that President Taft
and Congress must approve the con
stitution and that Congress is Republican and the President nas warned
New Mexico to adopt a safe and sane
constitution.

FIRST CLASS CAFE

a Good One,

o.

The attendance of 150 voters at the
Republican primary in precinct No.
18, last evening, is an indication of
the wholesome interest taken in the
constitutional convention, and also an
augury of an overwhelming victory for
the Republicans.
Among those 150
voters there were at least 25 former
Democrats who announced their intention of voting the straight Republican ticket henceforth.
The attendance was quite a contrast to the handful that were at the Democratic primary the evening previous.

their sentiments. Better still, the'
conservative Democrats of Roosevelt,!
should vote for the Republican ticket
on September 6, as a protest against
the pirates who for the time being'
have taken possession of the Demo-- i
cratic organization.
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Th Oldest Banking Institution in
ftzw Mexico. Established In 1870

Chas. R. Easley.
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Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

Chas. F. Easley,

Attorneys-at-La-

Assistant Casbier,
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If you like good Coffee then
you will surely be charmed
with.

Satis- -

tying flavor rich, mellow
and fine the result of

scientlllc, careful blending
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best plan- tatlons.
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& COMPANY

PHONE 26

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks. Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.
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M'3. S. D. Sanders, of Denver, is a
sightseer in the city.
F. W. McDonald, of Clovis, is here
on legal business.
Attorney E. P. Da vies has returned
from a visit to Estancia.
M. O'Neill, the well known mining
man of Cerrillos, is at the Claire.
C. M. Milburn, a business man of
Estancia, is at the Coronado hotel.
H. A. Coomer of the New Mexico
Central was at Estancia on Tuesday.
Mrs. Kainer and Miss Kainer, of
Brooklyn, are sightseers in the city.
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will let it.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK
INSURANCE

&

TRUST

REAL ESTATE

our attractive list before buying.

WATSON & COMPANY
Santa Fe, New Mexico

119 San Francisco
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FRUIT JARS
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FRUIT JARS

Exceptional Bargains at the dozen
$1.00 $1 25 and $150
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FURNITURE HOUSE FURNISHING.
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Furniture Co
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EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
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is ail new and complete in every
detail our a88ortment f fes
larger
'

and more complete, th&n ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get nextto our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
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Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

Mrs. Jones
Among Wild Navajos
Our Freedom Field
Mrs. Marsh
Hymn No. 187
Missionary Chant
Foreign Topic Report From World's
Conference.
World's Conference, Edinburgh
Mrs. McBride
Chinese in California
Mrs. Carriith
Chinese Church in New York City.
Deaf Mutes in China.. Mrs. Crichton
Offering.
Lord's Prayer.

aiaSsTreport
3--

1--

1--

1--

7--

A

1

5.40

;

silver

s-

53.

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND
Chicago, 111., Aug. 18. Wehat Sept.
101
to 1011-2- ; Dec. 10 5 to 1051-8- .
Corn Sept. 67
Dec. 60
Oats Sept. 35
Dec. 37
Pork Sept. 21.321-2- ; Jan. 18.70.
Lard Sept. 11.87
Oct.
3-- 4

5--

3--

1--

YOUR BUILDING
will be

ma'e more satisfactory in

pearance and in the matter of
bility if you use

ap-

dura-

LUMBER

SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES

bought of us. Do you know anything
e
about our prices? If not, you've a
on
your
in store. Let us figure
next building.
sur-pris-

Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
form a part of your vacation outfit To

get the best, get them here.
STR1PL1KG-BDKR0WS-

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No I4ti Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
If you want anything on earta
a New Mexican Want Ad

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.
&

1

j
j

j

,

;

MISSIONARY MEETING AT
4.25.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH -- Chicago, Aug.

at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
try Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

Everything in Hardware.

mMMBRSSEBSB

a la Spirite

Corsets

18.
Cattle Receipts
Market steady. Beeves $4.60
Texas steers $3.505.65; western steers $46.65; stockers and feeders $4 6.15; cows and heifers $2.50
6.35; calves $6.508.50.
Market
Receipts 16,000.
Hogs
slow. Light $8.458.90; mixed $7.90
9.80; Iheavy $7.508.45; rough $7.60
7.85; good to choice heavy $7.95
8.45;- pigs $8.508.95; bulk $88.30.
Market
Receipts 2,000.
Sheep
steady. Lambs weak. Native $2.50
4.50; .western $2.756.50;
yearlings
lambs native and
$4.25(S5.60:
em 4.755

Thn Corset that moulds your form
to fashions latest mandate.
THE C. B. A LA .SPIRITE

THE ONE

CoR,-.S- ET

THAT WOrlK-- WITH NATURE To MAKE
YOUR FIGURE PERFECT.
IT .SUPPORTS
THE PART-THAT NEED
SUPPORT, AND THE NEW MODEL.S, JU-5RECEIVED MOULD-- ANY FOR M INTO A NEAT,
COMPACT FIGURE WITHOUT INTERFERING
IN THE LEA-SWITHBoDILY COMFORT.
THE C. ft. ALLOWS YOU To DRE-5-IN THE
HEIGHT OF FASHION WITHOUT A .SACRIFICE
OF EITHER HEALTH OR ENJOYMENT.
FOR .SLENDER, MEDIUM AND WELL DEVELOPED FIGURED.
PRICED RANGE'FRoM 65C.
AND

$1.25, $2.00

$1.00
$3.50.

THE BE.ST VALUED EVER 5HOWN.
BE .SURE AND

SEE THE NEW

IM-

PROVED STYLES JU.ST RECEIVED.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

7,000. and
8.30;

Proqram of Reading, Addresses
Song Service Arranged for
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Saturday of This Week.
Connection made with Automobile
On Saturday, Aug. 20, a missionary
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally. meeting will be held at the First
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- Presbyterian church.
The following
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- program has been arranged:
well

CO,

FOR THE WOMAN OF FASHION

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Aug. 18 Prime paper 5
call money 1 2
Amal.
N. Y. C. 114
66;Atch. 100
S. P. 116
U. P.
Reading 145
169; Steel 72; pfd. 116
New York, Aug. 18. Lead quiet,
x
AT ) ?A.
An
i
j
$6.6ogj
ft.v!jt.au; ssuieiier sieauy,

3--

3

Windows

SANTA PE HARDWARES SUPPLY

the field
Leroy
division of the general land office,
who was to have gone to Clayton,
Union county, this morning, had to
postpone his trip on account of the 11.80.
Ribs Sept.
12.3012.321-2- ;
Jan.
blockade of the Santa Fe system.
Mrs. A. H. Limerick of Winfleld, 9.75.
WOOL MARKET.
Kansas, is stopping at the Palace hoSt. Louis, Aug. 18. Wool steady;
tel, en route to Delta, Colorado. She
has renresented the C. L. S. C. de territorial and western mediums 18
fine mediums 1820; fine 14
partment at the Mountainair Chautau-- j 23
qua and reports a successful session, &
LIVESTOCK,
John G. White, the well known lec-- j
turer on the Initiative and Referen-- j Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 18. Cattle
Receipts, 4500;,
including 2000
dum arrived in the city yesterday af-ternoon and registered at the Palace, southerns; market, strong to 10 cents
Native steers $4.158.00;
He spent the afternon visiting points higher.
of interest and meeting prominent southern steers $4.005.25; southern
cows $2.75 4.25; native cows ana
Democrats and Republicans.
F. W. Henry, treasurer of the Ar-- heifers $2.607.00; stockers and feed- bulls
S.W'Wi.Zb;
chaeological Institute, for Colorado, ers ?3.25'f).0i;
western steers
who with his wife has been for thej calves $4.007.35;
past two weeks in attendance at the! $4.257.25; western cows $2.754.75.
excavations and lectures of the School
Receipts, 4,000; market,
Sheep
lambs
of Archaeology at the Rito de los Fri-- ; steady. Muttons $3.754.50;
to
fed
Denver
and
wethers
returned
$6.00
6.90;
yearlings
yesterday.
joles,
$4.005.50; fed western ewes $3.25
O. Moore, chief of

DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
On us for information If you are in
doubt as to the value of some toilet
soap, complexion cream, talcum or
tooth powder or any other toilet acWe'll give it gladly and
cessory.
honestly.

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

n

September

?

COME IN AND GET AC.
QUAINTED WITH HIM
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

-

';

I

'

"--g-

Our Line

and Miss
Eloise Daniels, of Savannah, are sight-- 1
seers at the Palace. They are on their
way to Los Angeles.
W. P. Metcalf of Albuquerque, who
ran on the Socialist ticket for Congress, two years ago, was a visitor
in Santa Fe today.
Rev. J. M. Gamier, of Farmington,
San Juan county, came yesterday to
see Archbishop Pitaval and took the
train this morning home.
Dr. George Grant McCurdy, professor of anthropology at Yale Universi- ty, left yesterday for the Congress of
Americanists at Mexico City.
Mrs. F. Bond, wife of the well
known Efipanola merchant, accompanied by Miss Amy Bond, is in the
city. Miss Gladys Arbuthnot, of Pueblo, Colo., is with her.
Mr. McKinley of the city returned
yesterday from a short visit to the
excavations at El Rito de los Frijoles
which he pronounces one of the most
interesting experiences of his life.
J. T. Hayward in the real estate
business at Moriarty, Torrance county, is in the capital, visiting his mother and sister. He will leave here on a
visit with relatives at Spirit Lake, la.
Professor George Martin, of the
Spanish-AmericaNormal school.is in
the city. He is traveling around thej
territory trying to increase the at- - j
tendance at the school which opens

Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
O- - C- -

III

ace hotel.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mounted police, is expected home tomorrow
from Socorro.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Bartels, of Denver,
are in the city. Mr. Bartels is here
on some real estate business.
and
C. O. Girard,
of Cincinnati,
Irving H. Blatt, of New York, are
jewelry salesmen calling on the trade.
Mrs. C. Margerson, of Chicago, and
Mrs. J. Nolan, have arrived here to
visit relatives who own a ranch near

business.
Miss Margaret McCall

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

See

--

of.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Stafford,
Phoenix, are sightseers in the city, i
I
They are registered at the Claire
hotel.
John Y. Hewitt former member of
the Territorial council, is here from
White Oaks, Lincoln county, on legal

SURETY BONDS

ji'r
totSJ
vg--

ave-

htre.

CO.

1

ucii

vy
cicnis, ana a lew ume
'em
all, everythirg
supplies. We've got
that you need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO
OWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
--

.VJif -

receiver of the New
Mexico Central railway, is at the Pal-

ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
that $200 and the- Interest,
that chain would reach from New

you had

II

win

vjj

D

'

C. C. Murray,

ICNT
"F77E, tf'&r
ALTTLE lNE'Ji&Yatjm
tfO BANK ACCOUNT &

If 200 YEARS AGO one of your
per cent compound Interest and
each dollar bill were a link in a " chain,
'
York toiSan Francisco .
Money grows itfonr bank if you

East Palace

mo

.

nue.

y"OZ

5

119

cnnr; vsir

ma.

Use the

Mrs. H. F. DuVal has moved from

at
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Stockwell
Hymn No. 156
Bible Verses
Roll Call ...
Mrs. Harvey
Devotional ... ...
Business.
Reception of New Members.
Home Topic
Our Missionaries
Sheldon Jackson School. .Mrs. Walker

;

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.

PANSY

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

-

CURE

DON

POOLTRI

PLANTS NOW.

YARDS

ARE SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS everyday

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine polsoningi
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

SHIES?!

Hour Electric

and

msm T

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

Weae Agents
,

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.
'

V-'-

Santa Fe Water

AND

Call ?hnIs in

Light Company

DAY

and
NIGHT
Ooeation

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Pacific
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greatest crisis in. a woman's lifo
is when first she becomes a mother.
All the physical strength of her
nature is demanded at such times,
and it is necessary that her system
be thoroughly prepared for the event,
in order that her health be preserved
for future years. Mother's Friend
is woman's safest reliance; it is a medicine for ejrternal use, composed of oils
and other ingredients which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres,
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
and danger at the crisis, and leaves
the mother in such healthful condition that her recovery is always
rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book for expectant mothers.
BEATJFIELD EEGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.
The

&'

Mothers

Company.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In effect March 1st

(Read Down)
21

Miles

1
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f 8 35
t 8 50
19 10
9 35
7
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Cimarron
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5 00
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C.

T. B. Catron,
N. Martinez, John

Subjects

Hazeldine,

Godeys' letter gives additional details
as to herself and her ambitions:
"I am an educated widow with a little girl six years. I am employed in
one of the most fashionable ladies'
tailoring establishments in Kansas
City. I receive many offers of marriage, but when I marry the man must
be either a country gentleman, a
ranchman or a
Why?
Because of 'the Call of the Wild' in
my nature.
"I am not an adventuress. I have
money neough to come to a man in
the proper manner. I can furnish the
best of recommendations as to my
character and ability, and the man
who accepts this invitation to write to
me must also furnish references."
Mrs. Godeys also sent a copy of
one of her many poems. It is entitled
"Our Goddess," which gives the clue
to her name. Mr. Burns intended to
withhold his correspondent's name
and make a canvass among his rancher friends, but being a man of action
he believes in getting quick results.
j The poem follows:
Upon a throne, high up in the air,
j
Behold a matchless maiden stands.
i The
crested helm, that heroes wear,
She bears in her uplifted bands.
mine-owne-

Wmm
.Every
iaiutereaitd and should know
kMARVELWhirlingSpray
iiew iftrln'tl pynnre.
ji obi conven
ient, ji cieanaea
Ask yonr drafrclrt for it.
II he cannot sudtiit thA
MA
accept no
but send itimn for
other,BTE1,
lllnstrated book sealed. It glrea
uii iiarucuiars ana airections
88d Street. KEW

r.

Lo-bat-

On cold,

j
On Revision and Adjustment G. W.
Claire.
j Prichard, A.
J. Fountain, Rudolph
P. J. Kelly, Denver; E. B. Young,
G. Ritch and T.
William
Mr.
jHaberland,
Mogollon; M. O'Neill, Cerrillos;
W.
Heman.
and Mrs. E. R. Stafford, Phoenix; J.
On Judicial
Department L. S.
G. Kite, Denver; H'plito Griego, Sena. i
W
Frank
Trimble,
.Clancy, Rlcnard
Gregg's.
C. de Baca
Marcos
Mansfield
McWhite,
T.
E.
W. E. Nach, Trinidad;
M.
C.
J.
Chaves.
and
Carthy, New York; Charles A. ReyOn Education William G. Ritch, A.
nolds, City; Theodore Brimenir, Denver: E. P. Pardee, Kansas City; W. P. jj. Fountain, C. Sanchez, Jefferson
Nicolas Pino.
IMetcalf, Albuquerque; George A. Bui- - Raynolds and
On Congressional Requirements and
lad, Kansas City.
Taxation B. S. Rodey, J. G. Clancy,
Coronado.
E. Kelley, Desiderio Sandoval and
W.
C.
M. Wasserman, New York City;
E. K. Caldwell.
Crescensio
M.
Milburn, Estancia;
On Mining and Water Rights G.
Manzanarez, Via Neuva; S. H. Davis,
W.
Mansfield
Richard
Prichard,
Santa Fe; A. C. de Baca, Cienega.
White, William L. Rynerson, John D.
Silvestre Mirabal.
August time, tells on the nerves. Bail,
The chair announced the receipt
But that spiritless, no ambition feeling can be easily and quickly altered of a telegram from Ira M. Bond, secby taking what Is known to druggists retary, announcing that he was deeverywhere as Dr. Snoop's Restora- tained at Kansas City by sickness,
tive. "Within 48 hours after beginning but would reach here tomorrow. Hon.
to use the Restorative, improvement A. C. de Baca, of Bernalillo county,
will me noticed. Of course, full health was therefore named as temporary
return. The secretary and u. D. Sena, Jr., of Santa
will not immediately
follow. And Fe, assistant.
will
surely
however,
gain,
Convention Echoes.
best of all, you will realize and feel
Hon. Leandro Sanchez is an enteryour strength and ambition as it is
returning. Outside influences depress taining speaker.
Hon. M. S. Otero got a hearty greetfirst the "inside nerves" then the
stomach, Heart and Kidneys will usu- ing on every hand.
Hon. Pedro Perea was In his seat
ally fail. Strenghten these failing
nerves with Dr. Snoop's Restorative and hard at work as usual.
Several ladies were on hand to witand see how quickly health will be
yours again. Sold by Stripling Bur- ness the opening of the convention.
rows Co.
HERE'S A CHANCE FOR
SANTA FE BACHELORS.

'

WTio will

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
i

,

MASONIC.

VJi

at

and

hands

El Paso Texas.

SUMMER

TOURIST RATES
j

JJ

H ALL POINTS EAST & WEST
Liberal Limits and Stopovers

V.

lv

ii.

i

pNEW

MEXICAN BLD0.
Or Union Depot.

T"
II

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.

j

R. A. M.

;

The heroes of the Maine now sleep,

j

What is her name, this goddess good,
Who rules with love o'er land and
sea;
Yet fondless braves well dipped in

S. G. CARTWRIGHT. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

R

blood;

Santa Fe Commandeiy No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
iourtn Monaay in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

Bright peerless loyal Liberty!
i

J.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

A. MASSIE. E. C.

rs

RATES

'Iw Mexico

Central

r.

In Bad Fix

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Tbe Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.M. BERGERE. Manaoer for New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron Block.

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRIANS

d,

east-boun-

d.

my

Take
J41

10:15

CARDUI

Do not allow yourself to get into a bad fix. You might
get in so bad you would find it hard to get out
Better take Cardui while there is time, while you are
still in moderately good health, just to conserve your strength
and keep you in tip top condition.
In this way your troubles, whatever they are, will gradually grow smaller instead of larger you will be on the
instead of the down and by and bye you will
arrive at the north pole of perfect health.
Get a bottle at your druggists' today.
up-gra-

de

12 Hour
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
BETWEEN

states and Canadian provinces:

The Woman's Tonic

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con- am.
nect with No. 10 from the south and
Train arrives from the north at 3:35
west, also No. 3 from the east, re- p. m.
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
New Mexico Central.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con-- ,
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m.
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m.
d
passpassengers for No. 2
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
Big dance to be given after show
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No. Saturday night at Adobe Grand. Free
to the ladies.
I's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounIf you are in need of anytime, try
Return a New Mexican Want Ad.
and Nos. 4 and 8
east-boun-

j

ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 x. m.

Train leaves for the north at

'

Recorder.
"I regret that I cannot devote the
time necessary to make a canvass of
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
ranchers, orchardists and mine-owne14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
in the Indand Empire and the
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
northwest," said Mr. Burns, "as in on the third
of each month
that way I could personally inspect at 7:30 o'clockMonday
In the evening in
and
references
and
their credentials
Masonic Hall, south side of
qualifications as to ability to make Visiting Scottish Rite Masons Plaza,
are correathat
For
good in double harness.
dially invited to attend.
son I am giving Mrs. Godeys' letter to
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
the press in an endeavor to aid her in
Venerable Master.
the quest for an ideal husband.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
bachelors
the
"I sincerely hope that
Secretary.
in the northwest and elsewhere will
I
take this matter sincerely. Though
B. P. O. E.
have not the pleasure of Mrs. Godeys'
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
acquaintance I should say that she i3 holds its regular session on the seca woman of refinement and able to ond and fourth
Wednesday of each
make a happy home for the man that month. Visiting brothers are invited
comes up to requirements.
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
"I have been advised by the secre- J. D. SENA.
Exaltefi Ruler.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
tary of the Spokane Chamber of ComSecretary.
From the New Mexican of this date Charming Widow Wishes to Marry a merce there are several thousand elig'
1890.
Westerner County Gentleman,
ible bachelors in various parts of
Knights of Pythias.
Miner or Rancher Wanted.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and MonThe state constitutional convention
tana and at least 1,000 in the newer Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
reassembled in the hall of the repre j Spokane, Wash., Aug. 18. Organiz-- l settlements in the Inland Empire, and, Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
sentatives in the capitol this after- ing an international farming conven-- I on the whole, Mrs. Godeys should O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitnoon. Hon. J. Frank Chavez, presi- tion and exposition and playing Dan have no difficulty in finding the right ing Knight's invited to attend.
dent of the convention, brought down Cupid and serving as matchmaker kind of a man as a husband and partAUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
kis gavel with a vigorous rap, and in for lonely bachelors and spinsters are ner through life."
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R, S.
a few words stated that the conven- - two widely different propositions, yet
tion had been called to reassemble John T. Burns, secretary-treasure- r
of
Weak women should read my "BooS
ROUND TRIP
today in accordance with the provis- the Fifth Dry Farming Congress, No. 4 for Women." It tells of Dr. CHEAP
ion made by the members just prior which will meet in Spokane, October Shoop's
these
how
Tells
Cure.
Night
to their recess in September last and 3 to 6, in doing yeoman duty in both soothing, healing, antiseptic supposifor such purposes as the members capacities.
tories, bring quick and certain help.
might deem proper to bring up and
Mr. Burns has been requested to The Book is free. Address Dr. Shoop,
TO ALL POINTS VIA
consider.
The chair announced that find a hunsband for Mrs. Katheryn Racine, Wis. Stripling Burrows Co.
the several committees would serve Godeys, who gives her address at 4448
as constituted at the first session of Cambridge street, Rosedale, Kansas LIFE MEMBERSHIP IN
the convention, and the same was City, Mo., who would marry a
DRY FARMING CONGRESS.
read as follows:
try gentleman, a stock rancher, an apOn Bill of Rights, Schedule
and ple orchardist or a mine-owneEffective June 2nd, 1910
Mrs. Will Be Given as Special Premiums!
for Best Display of Products at
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
Spokane.
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 18. Twenty-fiv- e ASBURY PARK
$73.70
In the Dry
life memberships
j BOSTON
at
valued
$25
each,
Congress,
Farming
$77.95
have been set aside by to Spokane
Board of Control, headed by Harry W. CHICAGO
$50.35
j
I had a mishap at the
for
the
as
premiums
Newton,
of
special
left
In
which
me
bad
41,
age
$60.35
best displays of products grown by ' DETROIT
fix, writes Mrs. Georgia Usher, of Conyers, Ga.
1910
in
methods
farm
by
graduates
dry
""conscious
for
three
HOT
SPRINGS
J ,was
days, and after that I
$44.60
of colleges of the class of 1909 and!
would have fainting spells, dizziness, nervousness, sick
exhibited at the International Expo KANSAS CITY
headache, heart palpitation and many strange feelings.
$35.35
sition in connection with the congress
I suffered greatly with ailments due to the
of
LOUIS
change
ST.
at the Interstate fair grounds in Spo$44.35
life and had 3 doctors, but they did no
good, so I concluded
kane the week of October 3.
to trjr Cardui.
NEW YORK
$75.15
One membership will be awarded to
'Since taking Cardui, I am so much better and can do
the
each
of
a
in
following
graduate
all
housework."
,

,

7.30 p. m.
H. H, 1 "OR MAN,

Acting Mnsir
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

j

SUUIB,

l

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

lUta

The antique caraveals she bore
Of wise Columbus, o'er the deep;
For her sweet sane, on Key West's

j

For Rates and full information address

JJCLL

Lodge No

1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

ular
communications
first Monday of eacl
month a Masonic hal!

To die for her was more than sweet.

i

East or West

CUL

Montezuma

j

bleak shores of Plymouth
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From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
CITY OFFICE IN

Pain anywhere stopped in 20 minutes sure with one of Dr. Shoop'g Pink
Tablets. The formula is on the
box. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
about this formula! Stops womanly
pains anywhere.
pains, headache,
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for
free trial to prove value, of his Headache, or Pink Pain Tablets. Sold by
Stripling Burrows Co.
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Apportionment Trinidad Romero, John D. Bail, C. Sanchez, E. S. Yes, hand in hand, thro' Switzer's
gorge,
Stover, A. J. Fountain, S. S .Terrell,
With tortured Tell she traveled on;
P. Y. .Taramillo, George W. Prichard,
T. B. Catron, N. Calles, Demetrio And Washington, at Valley Forge,
By her loud cry was urged along.
Perez, David E. Lobato, Patroclno
Luna.

a

b,...
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eiantly.

the Utah Dry Farming Association;
E. D. Wheeler, Wakeeney, Kan., president of the Western Kansas Farmers'
Conference; J. Ross Carpenter, Cheyenne, president of the Wyoming State
Diy Farming Association, and A. E.
Chamberlain, of Brookings, president
of the Western South Dakota Dry
Farming Association. Prominent men
in other parts of the county also will
speak.

Executive Department Mariano
Otero, Seferino Trujillo, D. E.
Nicholas Galles and P. L. Van
der Veer.
On Public Institutions and Buildings W. L. Rynerson, W. H. Shupp, Mark ye her high imperial glance,
Aniceto Abeytia, Alejandro Sandoval
Her proud lip's curl, her God-lik- e
and Mateo Lujan.
ways;
Martin Lonman, When forced to use her quivering
On Corporations
W. D. Lee, F. S. Stover, Manuel C. de
lance
She wields it with unfaltering sway.
Baca and T. W. Heman.
On

S.

lyn, N. Y.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

y

AV.

Bail and Demetrio Perez.
On Legislative Department Frank
B. S. Rodey, T. W. Heman,
Springer,
Mrs. S. D.
New W. F. Burns, W. E. Kelley.

.'

ASK FOR TICKETS

The Best Route

Miscellaneous

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Palace.
C. C. Murray. Chicago;
f8
9
94
Ar
8
Sanders, Denver; J. Warren,
Mr. and Mrs. L. Bartels, DenConnects with E. P. A 8. W. Ry, train No.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p. m, York;
ver; Margaret McCall, Elolse Daniels,
tOonnects with R. P. 4 S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leavtim Dawson N, M. at9:55a.m.
SStaure for Van Houten X, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
Savannah; L. E. Behinyer, Los An
O. ii S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes as follow:
NORTHBOUND:
SOUTHBOUND
geles; James B. Stewart, Denver; C.
No. 1, 4.48 a. m.
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
O. Girard, Cincinnati; John Z. White,
No. 7. 6 49 p. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.l
&.
T.
Track connection with A.
S. F. Ry.at Raton and Preston with O, S. Ry. at
Chicago; Irving H. Blatt, New York;
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron
Northwestern
at
Mrs. R. Lund, Bernalillo; Mrs. A. H.
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Ravado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Winfield, Kan.; E. W.
Limerick,
Ute Park. N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M.Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Houston, Texas; Mrs. F.
Hutchinson,
Baldy Black Lakes, Cerro. EUzabethtown. Lobo, iuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Gladys Arbuthnot,
Bond,
Espanola;
t Daily except Sunday
.Daily. fFlag,
J. H. MeCutcheon, El
Colo.;
Pueblo,
E. J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Paso; H. Kanfield, Denver; T. W. HarV. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
F. W. McDonald,
ris, Los Angles;
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
Clovis; Miss Mildred Hanson, Mrs. C.
Mangerson, Mrs. J. Nolan, Chicago; T.
F. Symmes, San Francisco; John Y.
Hewitt, White Oaks; Mrs. E. Kainer,
Miss E. Mainer and E. Mooney, Brook
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Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana,
Kansas,
Nebraska, New
Mexico, Nevada, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming, Alberta, Brit&
ish Columbia, Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Five others will be added.
John T. Burns, secretary-treasure- r
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
of the organization, has sent letters
to presidents and deans of agricultura. m. Daily.
al colleges in the various states and
provinces, asking them to urge gradu- For information regarding freight
ates of last year to show what has
'
and passenger rates etc. call
been accomplished as an illustration
of the benefits of a scientific agrlcul-- i
at city office, Laughlin Block
tural education.
Mr. Burns has received acceptances
or Phone 145.
to particpate in the program at the
convention from G. A. Martin, editor
of The Herald, El Paso, and president
L H. GIBSON,
of the Texas Dry Farming Congress;
L. W. Merrill, Salt Lake, president of
City Frt.& Pass. Act.
--

Santa Fe

j

i

El Paso
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INDIA HAS AWAKENED TO
DRY FARMING METHODS.
Believe That Science May Yet
quer Drouth With Its Attendant Evil.

Con-

you to read, and when you use them
in talking to others please mention
that they are my arguments. Old you
wish to leave a cash donation for the

PAULINE, THE
SUFFRAGETTE

PAGE SEVEN.
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ing between Cortez and Moctezuma, firm. Then it was with very serious luctance,
in a man's vagua way just
meltall
her
of
ness
wondering
anger
searching
as
Calle
on the causeway now known
face that he asked:
what
were the peculiar processes o
a
he
AND
but
took
ed.
It
time,
long
finally
de San Antonio Abad.
"Does this stand that you have stooped,
and exclaiming a woman's mind.
quickly,
nathe
Jose .Casarin, secretary of
taken mean that we are not to be "Here It is," held up the diamond
tional centennial committee, and or- married?"
ring.
Birds heturn to Nests?
iginator of the idea of reconstructing
"Not unless you can assure me that
What happened in the next hour is
Whether birds especially migratory
the famous historical scene, says that your whole heart is in the cause, and
business except their own ones return to tbe same nests year
1910
he has not yet succeeded in finding that trom now on uniu ensiaveti nobody-masculine nart of the after
Tho
,11ITlal,
year Is a question of much interpersons who resembled these famous woman is set free you will devote
story was disclosed .to his bosom est to the naturalist. Swallows that
characters.
A SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
your time to it."
friend late that night in the quiet of isummer In
In all there will be more than 2,000
Enghyid do not winter
"Pauly, you have lost your head.
room.
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
their
an
but
of
north
observer at
Africa,
persons in the procession, but the
Mr. Claude Talbot was a level
all
in
the
"Had
it
time,"
my
pocket
has
recorded
that
High
Kent,
Halden,
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
majority of these will be easily sup- headed young man and had a bit of he said. "Threw a quarter down the one
returned on April 12 to a nest it
make-up- .
He
in
plied.
his
didn't
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
philosophy
dad bling it, I didn't find occupied last year. It was recognized
Governor Gulllermo de Landa y rear around and tear his hair and rush street. And,
either."
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
on
a
its
it,
8,
by
May
leg
ring placed
Escandon of the federal district, chair- out of doors, but decided to pay out on,
But it did the work. Kansas City 1909. To gain a better knowledge of
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
man of the committees, recently paid the rope and see what would come1
birds' habits, more than 2,000 British
Times,
a personal visit to a large clothing of it.
EYERY SPECIES OF NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE
birds were last year marked with inNext day Miss Pauly called to see
manufacturing house which has the
scribed aluminum rings, and twice as
AMUSEMENT WILL BE PR0Y1DED
Local Color.
contract for making the costumes to Mrs. Havens. Mrs. Havens was tall j
Jamie," said his mother, as she many more will be similarly tagged
be used in the pageant. The suits are and strong and muscular. She had '
this year.
THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will furpractically finished, and are remark the voice of a man, and when that came into the room where the boy
have you those turto
the
of
voice
"why
correct
in
historical
detail.
got
relating
j sat reading,
bondage
ably
nish the down town night attractions, Fourteen, high-clas- s
ner sex the grocer's boy at the back j key feathers sticking up on your
Ano.her Enemy of Poetry.
shows and sensational free acts.
i
He head?"
Big dance to be given after show door shivered in his shoes.
''Are you aware of the fact that JfJ
his
lifted
earnest
found
i
a
she
Jamie
had
in
face,
Adobe
Grand.
shortage
Free thought
Saturday night at
Pifcrpont Morgan is the grandson on
REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
the weight of the butter. She had an which, with its red flannel headband one
to the ladies.
of America's leading poets?"
stuck full of turkey quills, looked al'Write
the Seoretary fc premium lists or other information
apathetic welcome for the recruit
"No. Is he? Well, I never did thinK
"You cannot hope to distinguish i most ferocious, and answered :
Rebound When excellent wont can
of the stuff we got from th
much
J. E. O'RIELLY,
'JOHN B. McMANVB
"I'm reading Cooper, mother, and it
Consult tao yourself," she said. "I have some
, be done right at home.
President.
.
poets."
Secretary.
in
will
be
well
it
for
Wells,
helps."
Carolyn
Judge.
arguments
printed
New Mexican Bindery.
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Sweet Peas, any shade at a populai
McConvery. HZ Palace Ave.
Rustic Simplicity improved upon is
the Arcadian Maid. See it at the

price,

GROCERY AND BAKERY

"fyi" FLOUR

DIAMOND

9

Elks' theatre.
The regular meeting of the Woman's Aid Society of the First Presby-bheld on Friday at half past two at
the home of Mrs. Frank P. Newhall.
Woman's Aid Meeting The Woman's Aid Society of the First Presbyterian church will meet at the home

j

Nn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WETGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESSING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
money if not entirely satisfactory.

F. ANDREWS

i.

FllIgM

4.

1

THURSDAY, AUGUST 18, 1910.

merly taught music in the public
school, has mt with great success as
a singer in Chicago. She has been engaged to sing in a quartet in one of
the large Chicago churches during the
coming winter and has just won a
contest,
prize in a public popularity
receiving over a million votes. The
prize is a trip to California and she
ic nnnr nn her wav to the Pacific coast.
Miss Hanson has many friends in the
city.
son of
Arm-HuJohn Ervien,
P.
R.
Commissioner
Ervien, had
Land
his arm badly hurt by a rock falling
on it while he was at work six miles
above Embudo, Taos county. He is
carrying it in a sling.
Latest About Train Movements
The New Mexico Central is reported
on time this evening. The Denver &
Rio Grande train was reported two
hours late at four o'clock. City Agent
H. S. Lutz reported at rour o'clock,
that he expects the Lamy branch
train which is running as a special on
the main line, to arrive here at eight
o'clock this evening with local passengers and mail transferred from
last evening's No. 9 from the east. The
branch train, after changing crews
to
will then start for Albuquerque
bring in local passengers and mail
from the trains from the south, west
end the east the latter being detoured
from Newton, Kan., via the cut-ofThese passengers and mail are expected to arrive here some time tomorrow
morning.

Incandescent and many arc
lights. The decorations in the galleries will be gorgeous.
This presidential ball will be attended by fully 3,d00 people, and ail
of the members of the diplomatic
corps, ministers of the cabinet, men in
official life ,and representatives of the
foreign nations to the centennial of independence festivities next month.

a yield of $1,800 an acre, if the average holds out."
Some one with a taste for statistics
has figured out there will be about
75,000,000 prunes in the New York
consignment and tJhat if they were
placed end to end there would be a
path of prunes to girdle the globe
not less than four times.

10,000

Who will get the piano?
ALMOST HALF MILLION
ACRES RESTORED TO ENTRY. !MRS. NICHOLAS LONGWORTH
FINDS A CHAMPION.
Lands Are Mostly Covered With TimDr. Frederick Perry Noble Declares
ber and Are Suitable for
That is is. Nobody's Business
Agriculture.
j
Whether She Smokes .
of Mrs. C. L. Bishop tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock,
Spokane, Wash., Aug. IS. Official
advices received by the United States
r Spokane, Wash.,
Aug. 18. Dr.
land office in Spokane say that 493,-38- 6 Frederick Perry Noble takes a fall
ouinpea .oad of Hay A heavy waacres of land in Washington, Ore- out of the Christian Endeavor in an
gon loaded with a ton of alfalfa hay
gon, Idaho and Montana, previously editorial in The Spokesman-Review- ,
broke down this morning on EastPaI-ac- e
withdrawn from entry, have been re- declaring that their criticism of Mrs.
avenue, in front of the Sanitarium.
stored to the public domain in an Nicholas Longworlii,
A bolt in the hub of the wheel dropcharged with
order issued by the department of smoking cigarettes, is unwarranted
ped out and the rear wheel slipped
the interior following a proclamation and that such censorship Is an
off the axle.
by President Taft. The lands, which
and medieval institution
Change of Ad Attention is called
are mostly covered with timber and adding:
to the advertisement of Frank Anare suitable for agriculture, will bedrews in which is offered a prize for
"If Mrs. Longworth smokes it is nocome subject to settlement and entry
the lucky one guessing the nearest
body's affair in the world but her
his year under the provisions of the own not even her husband's. To rethe weight of a large sack of Diamond
homestead laws at the land offices in
M flour displayed in his show window.
quest her to stop is to take for grantthe several states. Oregon heads the ed
All kinds of good things to eat at
two
that require to be provlist with more than 300,000 acres, up- ed. Onethings
Andrews always.
is
that
smoking by women is
on which filing may begin on October
Meeting at the Elks James Z.
is that the examother
The
evil.
an
22, entry on November 21. Idaho has
White, the Chicago speaker, delivered
of such a woman would exert an
ple
on
to
settlement
127,560 acres, open
an address last night at the Elks'
influence. The zeal of the proOctober 22, entry November 21. Wash- evil
theater before an audience of 125 or
has outrun their discretion.
testers
ington is third with 57,160 acres, open
more. His subject was "The Initiadone more harm by speech
have
to settlement on October 18 and en- They
tive and Referendum" and he handled
would
than
have done by silence.
they
17.
on
November
9,120
Montana,
his subject well. He emphasized the Each lady was presented with a try
is
none
of these people's busIt
simply
alleged success of the initiative and beautiful souvenir at the Adobe Grand acres, open to settlement November iness."
21.
Some
November
and
22,
entry
referendum in Oregon since 1902.
last night.
Probably Dr. Noble has started
of the lands are surveyed. It is also
A Beautiful Park The
grounds
among the women's clubs'
resomething
much
of
land
announced
that
the
around the central school building on GRAND BALL AND
and in this part of the
in
Spokane
mains unappropriated.
Lincoln avenue have all tine appear-- ;
AT CENTENNIAL.
RECEPTION
but
it is evident he is
northwest;
ance of a beautiful
Janitor
park.
his position.
It
to
defend
prepared
Moya keeps the lawn well cut and Mexico Will
in Gold PRUNES ARE STILL POPULAR
a
not
$200,000
is
Dr.
Noble
added
be
that
Expend
may
ARTICLE OF FOOD.
trimmed, the trees planted in double N on
Celebraof
the
Feature
That
of
devotee
the
maligned
cigarette.
rows around the grounds have attain-etion Alone.
good size and the weeds have been
Output of One Orchard Alone is One
Who will get the piano?
eliminated from the playground
in
Hundred Cars Valued at
18.
in
Mexico
Exceeding
City, Aug.
the rear. It is to be hoped that no
$45,000.
Herewith are some Bargain offered
further lots will be sold from the brilliancy any public social function
Mexican
republic,
tract so as to preserve ample school in the history of the
Walla Walla, Wash., Aug. 18. j by the New Mexican Printing comof the
and perhaps even in the days of vice Leaded editorials and
grounds for all time.
long articles in pany: Code of Civil Procedure
Fun in a Cab and The Friend are regency, the grand ball and reception New York newspapers declaring that Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
both comic and will keep you in an to be given by President Diaz in the the residents of Gotham have long! bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
since discarded the homely prune as Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
uproar. They are at the Elks' to-- : central court of the National Palace
of
event
an
will
be
19,
September
an item of food, will be discredited Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
night.
epoch-makin- g
splendor,
hereafter by readers in the Pacific Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
C. J. Neis is Deregate At a meet-- !
ball will be over northwest. The reason is embodied in j New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
cost
the
of
The
ing of Clay Green Camp No. 3, Spanreach the following report from Walla .Wal- English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
ish War Veterans held yesterday, C. $200,000, gold, and the sum may
of la, Wash., to the statistical depart- full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
all
million
before
a
of
a
quarter
J. Neis was elected delegate to the
are
details
tiie
completed.
ment of tine Spokane chamber of com- Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25 ?
National Convention which meets in
ex--: merce.
two or more books, $1 each. New
are
dollars
of
Thousands
being
Denver August 29 to 31. Dr. J. A.
construction of a spec-- 1
& Day, fruit buyers of Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not.
the
in
"S.
Goebel
pended
Massie was elected alternate. Mr.
end 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compilroom. The great court is be- New York, have contracted for 100
Neis enjoys a large personal acquaint-- : ial ball
ation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilroof
a
cars
with
covered
Italian
of
from
permanent
the
ing
prunes
ance with officers of the Spanish War
orchards.
This is about 1,500 ation Mining Laws, 50c. Money'n
by great steel beams and
Veterans, having attended its conven supportedfour
tons
steel
immense
is close to $30 a Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
the
and
pillars
girders,
price
tions in New Haven, Washington and
o.
f.
b.
cement
foundations,
will begin work sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
in
Pickers
ton,
Detroit. He was adjutant general un- j resting
cov-- 1 on this order in a few
he
will
immense
The
pavement
days.
der Commander-in-Chie- f
TJrell.
The New Mexrca.. Printing Com-yan- y
is under way on other orered with wooden foolding, over which
"Picking
An Arcadian Maid is a biograph and
has on hand a large aupply of
will be stretched a large dancing can-- i ders. The first 17 trees averaged 600
at the Elks' tonight.
and
are
tablets suitable for school
of
Columbia
the
roof
will
pads
The
waxed.
They
pounds.
vas, thoroughly
Santa Fe Girl Won Prize Miss be covered with a translucent rein- variety, sold at three cents a pound, work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Hildred Hanson, who is spending a forced compound in pleasing colors. or about $18 a tree. As 100 trees are and merchants: good everywhere. Wo
few days in the city where she for The room will be lighted with over planted to the acre this price means will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
e

per sack $1.65 per sack
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$3.00

$3.50

$4.00

$4.50

$5.00

IMPORTED RAZORS aslow as
fine
rnznrs will
n.:

1000
imported
KruM
These razors are from one of thp
nw i'mrt
i.tt-:4- .j
CUTLERY CO.. of New York City. They are
fhll'h 5,M'
We
a
5.5-se?"rid b'gstoek at a ridiculous figure, which
g?
1?
position offer you the following goodsat nearlv half the nrices. puts
All
razors are tuny guaranteed ; it not
satisfactory, they can be exchanged. The
assortment comprises all of the following
well known makes:
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben HurNo.
r--t
J Your choice
Wo.tentio m I. X. L. No. 143 Lewia No. 105107 (ofanyof
5 1
Brandt No. 100
Wo.t.nholmPipoNo.149
f these
Rosew Razor No. 116
Blue Steel No. 117 ) &2.50 Razors
P
Priced razors highly polished, and elabor-Btel- y
lsi ?
hih
finished, to go at half price.
1
$3.50 Brandt No. US, $1.77
4.00 iranj E0
No. 112, $1.97
$4.50 Brandt No. 11 0, $.2.47
Brandt s Best No. 119, rcEu!ar price
cur price $2,97 each
All razors are full hollow ground,$5.00,
and set ready for use.
Ve will also place on sale 1000 of the genuine
1

fM

f

71

JI

fTery

lib

BRANDT

The Brandt

SELF-K0N5N-

d

RAZOR STROPS

G

Our Price 970 each

Razor Strop is the best razor strop on the
The only raEor strop
in the world that hones and
strops your razor at the same time and enables you to obtain an
which
an
edge
only
experienced barber can give. The Brandt Self,
honing Razor Strop will put a keener edsie o;i a razor with fewer
strokes than any other razor strop. GUARANTEED
never to become hard or glossy. Special: a $2.C0 Brnndt Safety Raior sv.d
Brandt Shevina Brush for A?a.nth.
mail orders
g

'

market

V

j

f;ilsd.

I

I.SC HP. K DKTTC; f

j

f lIV! P AM Y

The Rexall Store

iWi

'

$2.00 Razor Hos,es 97c,

VH teW

Mailorder.
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isatisfaction assured

corrico hack line
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popJiuMces Buggies and Saddle Horses
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FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at
Home.

We are local representatives of the
American Ladies' Tailoring Company,
Chicago, the famous makers of

man-tailore-

d

garments for women,made to
individual measure.
We have their
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure in
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter in our store will take all of your
measurements fifty if necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
They will
style and individuality.
effects.
give you all the

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
suits
The
run
to
measure
made
from $13.50
your
to $45.00. The
skirts run
to
from $5.50
$15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure. 'with all. the
effects. The reason is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what
garments, made to measure, usually cost.

man-tailore- d

Our Own Guarantee

made-to-measu-

ready-made-

s.

man-tailore- d

man-tailore-

man-tailore-

d

d

We guarantee you complete
faction.

This guarantee

satis-

covers

fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If

the garment when received is not all
have the

perfect
right to refuse It. The makers stand
back of us in this guarantee. It Is for
you expect, you

them to fulfill it and for us it enforce
it.

We will see

that you get

man-tailore- d

M. Kayser, Director

Please Come and See

Each garment will be made under
the personal direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfection.

Come and see this Fashion Portfolio. It Is a complete education in
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. Pick out the cloth

101 i
c

a E"3

01
u

a!
seas

and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.

